Learn the principles of defensive driving at your own pace – online

DDC Online combines the most popular NSC defensive driving course, DDC 8/6, with the convenience of online training. Updated research and cutting-edge technology make it the most effective Internet defensive driving curriculum available online. More than 30% of Fortune 100 companies have used DDC Online to help employees drive defensively.

Course description

DDC Online is a richly interactive program that incorporates real-life simulations and driving scenarios. This course uses leading-edge research to keep drivers safe and collision-free. Participants have the flexibility to work at their own pace and according to their own schedule. Plus, they get the convenience of training anywhere they have Internet access — even in the comfort of their own home.

What employees learn

- Defensive driving strategies and techniques to reduce the chances of a collision
- How drugs, alcohol, physical conditions and emotions affect driving decisions
- How to deal with driver distractions and fatigue
- Physical forces of a collision
- The importance of occupant protection devices and how to use them correctly

What’s new

- Adaptive curriculum based on individual driver profiles and vehicle types — the answer to multiple driver safety program requirements for most organizations
- A Resource Center with PDFs of valuable information from the course and links to complementary sites
- More full-motion video, 2-D and 3-D animations and crash scenario evaluations
- Higher degree of user interactivity to enhance comprehension and retention
- Additional information on the dangers of cell phone use and texting while driving and how to deal with driver distraction

NSC® online course materials are available in multiple languages.

Note: Corporate safety personnel can preview the course at nsc.org/demos at no cost before purchasing. We also offer co-branding opportunities to organizations that purchase a minimum amount of licenses.

DDC Online is easy to use, cost-effective, flexible and simple to get started. Contact us to learn more about accessing this self-guided safety training tool for your organization.

For more information contact NSC at +1-630-775-2056 or visit nsc.org/international for more details.